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Toshio Tokunaga, Vibrato Chair Triple (Yoshino Cedar, Japanese Zelkova), H37.4 x W59 x D19.6 in, H95 x W150 x D50 cm

Toshio Tokunaga (born 1952) is an artist whose expertise in furniture is uniquely attuned to 
the natural world. Precious Zelkova, mulberry, cherry, and cypress woods are all sourced with 
passion and dedication from local forests, then dried for decades. He delicately familiarizes 
himself with each rare tree’s spirit, allowing him to develop a strong bond with the work.
 
Tokunaga can thus infuse each chair with this warm understanding. The rich, dark Kyoto chair 
is made from the vivid wood of a zelkova tree grown inside the Daitokuji Temple in Kyoto for 
the last 800 years. The Japanese word for zelkova is ‘keyaki,’ which is closely tied to ‘keyakeki,’ 
meaning prominent or outstanding, just as the wood stands strong.
 
Thousand Years chair pairs zelkova with chestnut wood, colors interloping in shades of dark-
ness, while Vibrato Chair Triple uses Japanese Yosino cedar, cultivated over 500 years in the 
warm climate of Yoshino area of Nara prefecture, with gentle but rigid forests. In contrast, Gan-
pi Shi Rocking Chair uses the mulberry tree for flexibility, a wood that darkens as it oxidizes 
for an old-world feel. Twists of washi paper, also made from Japanese mulberry, create the seat.



After sourcing wood, tinder is cut using the Kanna hand plane tool to clean and correct imperfections, pulling towards 
himself instead of pulling away. The blade is made from the same sharp plane used for samurai swords, but this is a pro-
foundly human sensory process: fingertips capture the flow of wood fibers and the sound of the wood as it falls, reminisc-
ing the tree’s journey from forest to table. No sandpaper is used, ensuring the smell of the forest still pervades, fresh and 
alive with the original grains and veins of the wood as it breathes. Over time, this process creates an even stronger and 
more beautiful lifelike surface, down to the wood’s core.
 
Tokunaga makes his own Kanna tools to achieve his uniquely directed curves and lines, resulting in perfected edges un-
matched by machinery, and finishes with three brushed coats of Hassui Ceramic durable glass he developed to create a 
water-resistant barrier.
 
He trained under Living National Treasure Hekigai Takeuchi, who did not allow him to touch wood during the first five 
years of his training period. Instead, each piece initially began with the curvatures of golden forms from the ancient bronze 
wares of the Shang dynasty (c. 1600 BC – c. 1046 BC). Tokunaga would relentlessly use tracing paper on the wares until 
the designs resonated with the unique styles of the finished wood products. Because of this intensive study of lines, forms, 
and curves from ancient wares, his crafting approach is a fast, churning movement as natural as dancing. It is his contem-
plations.
 
Amidst the unpredictability of the pandemic, bringing nature home acts as a cure for the uncertainty. The healing proper-
ties of forest bathing overcome the sitter as the chair envelops body and soul, awash in the relaxation and tranquility found 
in the protection of the deep woods. The positive energy of the gathering and crafting process is poetry of sorts, a way to 
reconnect with the outdoors from the inside.
 
During the exhibition at Ippodo Gallery, photographs of the forest by Hakudo Inoue will adorn the walls to create the 
sensation of actual forest bathing, so the viewer can fully embrace the 360 beauty of Japan.

About the Gallery

Ippodo Gallery’s mission is to share empathy with the world and create global 
conversations through the experience of Japanese culture. We continue to 
showcase work that adheres to our mission to pursue the beauty of nature, 
with a sense of global consciousness for the fragility of the environment 
and the strength of quiet serenity. Ippodo expresses gratitude for nature and 
the silent honor of daily life, marrying the worlds of Japanese reverence and 
contemporary sensibility. As a result, Ippodo Gallery has worked directly with 
over 200 artists and has held thousands of exhibitions over the decades. Ippodo 
Gallery Tokyo was founded by Keiko Aono in 1996, with two locations in the 
heart of Ginza and the residential area of Gotenyama. Gallery spaces include tea 
ceremony rooms where many artists and friends gather, fostering connections. 
Second-generation Shoko Aono opened Ippodo Gallery in New York in 2008, 
continuing and expanding upon this belief overseas, and has since witnessed 
the impact of Japanese Kogei art in a western landscape. The result is a timeless 
cross-culturalism and a love for art that transcends language.
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Toshio Tokunaga, Kyoto Chair (Japanese Zelkova) 
H31.2 x W27.3 x D20.8 in, H79.5 x W69.5 x D53 cm


